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3. RISK FACTORS (Cont’d)

Nevertheless, the technology employed in TIME dotCorn Group’s network is of the global
industry standard and upgradeable following the technology trend.

Payphone Business

There is currently a rising trend in the use of mobile communication services. The prepaid
mobile communication services which are marketed or directed at prospective customers who
are either casual users of telephone services or who wish to budget their expenditure on the use
of telephone services has gained a significant acceptance in the market and is gaining
popularity. This trend might significantly affect the revenues of the payphone business of the
Group. There is at present insufficient data to accurately determine the impact, if any, on the
payphone business of the Group from the rising trend in use of mobile communication
services, particularly the prepaid services.

The CMA 1998 repealed the Telecommunications Act, 1950 and paved the way for the
establishment of a new licensing regime. There has been some indication by the MCMC that
under the new licensing regime, licences may be issued for the operation of private payphones.
The distinction between private and public payphones has not been made entirely clear. A
large number of the public payphones installed and operated by the Group are in urban areas,
particularly places visited by large numbers of people e.g. shopping complexes, cinemas,
hospitals and airports where it has obtained limited period of wayleave rights. If the
management of these places obtain licences for the operation of private payphones and further
refused to renew the wayleave rights granted to the Group to operate its payphones, it could
significantly reduce the Group’s market share in the payphone business and materially affect
the Group’s revenues from the payphone business.

Wayleave  Rights

For the purposes of expanding its network, the Group will need to secure wayleave rights from
the appropriate Federal or State or municipal authority where any part of the network is to be
installed or established or placed or laid on or above areas or places within the jurisdiction of
the said authority. Refusal or delay in granting wayleave rights would affect the Group’s
ability to acquire customers, particularly in high density areas, within the time frames planned
by it. This may affect the Group’s projected revenue and profitability.

International Traffic

For the period of two (2) years commencing from 1 January 1999, the MCMC has determined
that the telecommunication companies must operate Parallel Accounting Rates and observe the
Proportionate Return Rule. Parallel Accounting Rates require all the telecommunication
companies to charge foreign telecommunication operators carrying international call traffic for
termination in Malaysia the same or identical rates. This is to prevent foreign
telecommunication operators playing off the local telecommunication companies against each
other. The Proportionate Return Rule requires each telecommunication company to accept
from foreign telecommunication operators only such proportion of international call traffic in
bound to Malaysia as is equal to its market share of outbound international call traffic from
Malaysia.

.

Details of how the Parallel Accounting Rates are to be determined and how the Proportionate
Return Rule are to be enforced are yet to be determined. No assurance can be given that a
subsequent determination of these matters will not adversely affect the Group.

Others

The telecommunications project will also entail engineering, construction and other normal
commercial risks, some of which may be beyond the control of the Group and could materially
affect the Group’s financial condition and results of operations.
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